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We present the ion distribution functions in the terrestrial foreshock, simulated by the hybrid-Vlasov model called
Vlasiator and observed by the THEMIS and Cluster spacecraft. In the hybrid-Vlasov description, the ion distribution
function is propagated in up to three spatial and three velocity dimensions and electrons are modelled as a massless charge-
neutralising fluid. Vlasiator was used to model self-consistently the terrestrial bow shock and foreshock regions in the
ecliptic plane (two spatial, three velocity dimensions). The simulations were run for tens of ion gyroperiods over hundreds
of ion inertial lengths. Vlasiator provides, for the first time, a large-scale picture of the ion distribution in the foreshock with
a quality comparable to or even better than spacecraft data thanks to the uniform velocity space sampling and the absence
of statistical noise. This allows us to study the interaction between the backstreaming ions and the solar wind, which can
trigger instabilities leading to waves in the foreshock.

This poster will feature a simulation snapshot on a large scale including the simulated ion distribution functions at
high spatial resolution, as well as comparison to spacecraft data. Beam and ring-beam distributions are present near the
foreshock edge. The distributions become progressively more intermediate/cap-shaped with increasing distance from the
foreshock edge, including occurrences of multiple-cap distributions. At the same time the drift speed relative to the solar
wind decreases deeper in the foreshock. Diffuse distributions are present near the quasi-parallel bow shock.
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